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However, some questions won’t (can’t) be (best)  
answered with RCTs and we must rely on other methods…



…beware of the Sudenkuoppa 



Common Wolf Pits
in Observational Studies?

1. Confounding, confounding, confounding! 

2. Bias by Indication (very common for ICU 
patients)

3. Selection bias

4. Effect modification

5. Immortal time bias

6. Time-dependent Factors

7. … and so many more Wolf Pits
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Confounding

Caused by an extraneous variable in a statistical 
model that correlates (directly or inversely) with 
both the dependent variable (the outcome) and 
the independent variable (the predictor)

receipt of 
treatment outcome

AKI
age 

comorbidity



Potential Mechanisms to mitigate
Confounding?

• Create a path diagram

• Stratification of patients into many subgroups*

• Matching* of patients on key variables

• Multivariate* adjustment

• Propensity* scores

• Time-dependent* models

• Consider Hierarchical models*

... Do an RCT!

… NONE will be sufficient
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METHODS: A propensity score  for RHC was  constructed using  
multivariable logistic regression. Case-matching and multivariable 
regression  modeling techniques were  used to estimate the association of  
RHC with specific outcomes  after adjusting  for treatment selection using  
the propensity score.

RESULTS: By case-matching analysis, patients with RHC had an increased 
30-day mortality (odds ratio, 1.24; 95%  confidence interval, 1.03-1.49). 

…These findings were all  confirmed by  multivariable modeling 

techniques. … Sensitivity analysis suggested that a missing covariate would 
have to increase  the risk of death 6-fold and the risk of RHC 6-fold for a 
true  beneficial effect of RHC to be misrepresented as harmful.
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Where are the Wolf Pits?

What are the inevitable challenges with this 
observational study ..... what are the biases and 
forms of confounding?
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What are the inevitable challenges with this 
observational study - what are the biases and 
forms of confounding?

….confounding by indication

But, in 1996, “Propensity Scores” were the new 
statistical magic for the field, and could fix all 
challenges of confounding....





In critical care, it is very difficult (read, nearly 
impossible) to validly  estimate the influence of 
a ‘treatment’-related variable on outcome with, 
usual effect sizes, irrespective of the statistical 
technique (so far). There is usually too much 

bias by indication (among others…)



It’s July 2009. An H1N1 pandemic has been declared. In two 
dataset of many hundred patients, in Canada, 91% of the 

critically ill received neuraminidase inhibitors; in Mexico 78%. 

Reviewers ask you to to estimate the influence of 
neuraminidase inhibitors on survival. Can you, should you, do 

this? Is there any way to try to approach it?



Immortal Time Bias

Here for H1N1, patients must have survived long 
enough to have a diagnosis confirmed (2-3 days) 
AND to have been given oseltamivir … those that 
died early didn’t have the opportunity to get the 
treatment, therefore the drug looks more effective 
than it is ... there is an immortal time bias

Immortal time bias: 
a span of time in the observation or follow-up period of a cohort 
during which the outcome under study could not have occurred



How about Corticosteroids?
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What does trial data tell us?





1. 78 years old
2. Male
3. APACHE II 28
4. Diabetic 

Patients who get sicker tend to get ‘kitchen sink’ therapies 
(we want to ‘do something’)

However, we only usually ADJUST* for differences between patients 
when they arrive in ICU, not when they get sicker & get kitchen sink^

e.g. neuraminidase inhibitors

e.g. steroids



METHODS: In an observational cohort study of adults with H1N1pdm09-
related critical illness from 51 Canadian ICUs, we investigated predictors of 
steroid administration and outcomes of patients who received and those 
who did not receive corticosteroids. We adjusted for potential baseline 
confounding using multivariate logistic regression and propensity score 
analysis and adjusted for potential time-dependent confounding using 
marginal structural models. (read, new statistical magic, 2016)



After adjustment for time-dependent variables 
(worsening in patients who then are prescribed steroids) 
we see NO influence of steroids on survival/mortality
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